30 June (Thursday), 2011

Location: Rodina Hotel, Sofia

9,30 - 10,00
Registration

FIRST SESSION

Chairs:
Prof. Dr. ZAHARI ZAHARIEV /Bulgaria/
Dr. HORST MAHR /Germany/
Dr. VLADIMIR IVANOV /Russia/
Prof. AGNI ARVANITIS /Greece/
Dr. DIMITAR SABEV /Bulgaria/

10,00 - 10,30
Opening of the conference from Prof. Dr. ZAHARI ZAHARIEV – Foundation Slavyani President and Federation for Friendship with Peoples of Russia and CIS Chairman

GREETINGS:

- From the President of the Republic of Bulgaria 41th National Assembly Mrs. TSETKA TSACHEVA

- From the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Bulgaria

- From the Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Russian Federation in Republic of Bulgaria His Excellency Mr. Yuriy Isakov

- From the Diplomatic Academy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation

- From Russkiy Mir Foundation (Russia)

- From Federal Agency Rossotrudnichestvo (Russia)

- From the Chairman of the Association for Foreign Policy of Federal Republic of Germany in Munich Dr. HORST MAHR
PANEL I
FIGHTING INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM –
LOOKING FOR A RATIONAL SOLUTION TO AN
IRRATIONAL PROBLEM

10,15 - 11,30

Papers and speeches

• Prof. Dr. DIMITAR YONCHEV (Bulgaria) – „Regarding the subject of theory of security.”
• Prof. AGNI VLAVIANOS ARVANITIS (Greece) – “Bio-Defence Development Model – A Pathway to World Security.”
• Prof. Dr. VASSIL PRODANOVA (Bulgaria) – “Idea of Indivisibility of Security – 25 Years after Gorbachev.”
• Dr. NIKOLAY SLATINSKI (Bulgaria) – “Responsibility of States of Euro-Atlantic Community to Global Security and World Future.”
• Prof. RADOŠ SMILKOVIC (Serbia) – “Social and Political Preconditions for Overcoming the Crisis of Security In Modern World.”
• Prof. DIMITAR IVANOVA (Bulgaria) – “Reasonable Decision of Unreasonable Problem – Terrorism.”

11,45 - 12,00

Coffee Break

12,00 - 13,30

Papers and speeches

• SLAVI BINEV (Bulgaria) – „The Terrorism and its economic manifestations. Its interpretations in the democratic and totalitarian societies.”
• Prof. Dr. DIMITAR SABEV (Bulgaria) – „Coordinating the evaluations, strategies, and actions of the international community in the fight with international terrorism.”
• Prof. Dr. PETROS DOUSKOS (Greece) – “GLOBAL SECURITY Turn Points”